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Identity and Privacy Management

Authentication and Privacy in Vehicular Networks
José-María de Fuentes García-Romero de Tejada, Ana-Isabel González-Tablas Ferreres,
and Arturo Ribagorda-Garnacho

Vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs) are composed mainly by vehicles. These communication networks allow data interchanging. In this way, more and better information is provided to drivers, thus achieving a better road safety. Information
security is critical in these scenarios, as human lives are at stake. Particularly, spreading false data should be prosecuted,
so sender identification and authentication is needed. However, it could allow vehicle tracking. In this way, privacy
protection must also be achieved. In this work, mechanisms to fulfill this authentication-privacy compromise are analyzed.

Keywords: Authentication, Privacy, Pseudonym,
VANET.

1 Introduction
Nowadays, road transport is a critical issue for the social and industrial activity in developed countries. For this
reason, its efficiency and effectiveness is improving every
day. In particular, road safety is a primary objective in transport policies of many industrialized countries. As an example, the Vision Zero Swedish project, <http://www.monash.
edu.au/muarc/reports/papers/visionzero.html>, is intended
to remove all traffic fatalities by 2020.
Simplifying drivers´ decision making is essential to improve road safety. In particular, one of the current problems in
this area is the lack of global information from the driver point
of view. He makes his decisions using available data, which is
reduced to what lies within his field of vision. However, these
data are often insufficient to make the optimal decision, that is,
the one that provides maximum security for all vehicles. For
example, if the vehicle ahead slows down, it would be interesting to know whether this is due to a slight adjustment of
speed in a specific section or by the immediate occurrence of
an accident. In both cases, drivers’ actions should be different
from the road safety viewpoint.
To help the resolution of this issue, a new kind of information technology called vehicular network or VANET (Vehicular Ad-hoc NETwork) is being developed. Thanks to
this new type of network, vehicles become communication
nodes that can share information about the status of its environment (e.g. pavement status, driving speed, accident
warnings, etc.). By using these data drivers have more elements to steer vehicles more safely.
As a practical example of application developed on a
vehicular network, the eCall, <http://www.esafetysupport.
org/en/ecall_toolbox/>, project is intended to make the vehicle itself contact the emergency center when it is involved
in an accident. Thus, assistance tasks are managed more
efficiently, probably decreasing road traffic fatalities.
Vehicular networks are therefore a valuable integration
of information technologies in the transportation area. However, there are numerous risks to be considered in these net-
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works related to the management of vehicles’ identities. In
particular, on the one hand it is necessary to identify and
authenticate participating vehicles (for liability purposes,
among other things). But, on the other hand, privacy protection must also be achieved. In this work we will analyze
the main mechanisms to authenticate a vehicle while adequately protecting its privacy. Before going into detail on
this issue, the next section introduces how these networks
are established and what type of information is at stake.

2 Characterization of Vehicular Networks
In general, vehicular networks have two distinguishing
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Figure 1: Typical Architecture of a Vehicular Network.

features compared with other traditional network scenarios.
On the one hand, they cover a large geographical area, the
road network. On the other hand, vehicles are moving at
very high speeds. This mobility causes vehicular connections to be sporadic or ad-hoc. All these issues have led to
the creation of a new communication technology, called
DSRC (Dedicated Short-Range Communications, <http://
www.leearmstrong.com/DSRC/DSRCHomeset.htm>). This
technology can be defined as a variant of the existing wireless communication standard (802.11) in which sporadic
short-range communications are established.
A vehicular network involves two types of entities, as
reflected in Figure 1. On the one hand, most nodes are the
vehicles themselves, which incorporate a communication
device called OBU (On-Board Unit). In addition, a RSU
(Road-Side Unit) is a stationary communication device that
is placed along the roads.
These entities can establish two different types of
communication. First, it allows interconnection between
nearby vehicles. This makes possible the sharing of environment data previously introduced. Moreover, vehicles
(through its OBU) and RSUs can get connected to exchange
data to and from service providers that operate through vehicular networks. For example, this makes possible spreading traffic warnings sent by the Traffic Department.

3 Authentication-privacy Tradeoff in Vehicular
Networks
Data exchanges described so far have several security
requirements that must be satisfied. In fact, data security
plays a crucial role in these networks. Since the received
data can affect driving and therefore the passengers’ safety,
it is essential to ensure its accuracy. This is why it must be
possible to pursue (and to isolate) those vehicles that spread
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false data.
Taking this into account, it is firstly desirable to have
mechanisms to identify all vehicles. Secondly, it is necessary to authenticate such vehicles, that is, to assure that the
vehicle is the one it claims to be. In this way, it will be
possible to discover the vehicle that delivered a specific
message and to apply the corresponding punishment (in case
the message contains false information). For example, if a
vehicle falsely announces a jam through the VANET, the
sender should be identified in order to punish him.
However, this authentication must not violate the required privacy of all participants. If the vehicle inserts its
identity in every message it sends, it would be possible to
track its movement [1]. This is a problem as long as a relationship between a vehicle and its driver can usually be
established. In fact, the vehicle’s owner is its most common driver. Therefore, the vehicle identification becomes
indirectly that of the driver or owner. In this situation, since
tracking affects not only a vehicle but also a person, privacy protection must be achieved. This need is especially
present in this scenario, as RSUs are generally maintained
by the regional administration. In these circumstances,
RSUs could allow monitoring all vehicular communications
by this administration, replicating the "big brother" phenomenon on the road [2].
Vehicular networks face this authentication-privacy
tradeoff from the depth of its essence. It is a central issue
when designing and developing the network itself. For this
reason, many research contributions have focused on
mechanisms to meet this commitment. The objective is to
have electronic credentials that attest its holder´s identity,
without the chance of tracking or obtaining any sensitive
data from its mere use. The main mechanism currently considered for identifying vehicles are temporary pseudonyms,
using their associated public key certificates as credentials.

4 Identification of Vehicles
Currently, outside VANETs context, a vehicle is identified on two separate occasions. On the one hand, the manufacturer assigns a unique number (commonly known as
chassis number) after the manufacturing process. On the
other hand, an administrative permission should be obtained
before putting the vehicle on the road – at least in Spain.
This authorization means that the owner is registered as
such and involves also the issuance of license plates to be
placed in the vehicle.
Both identities are qualitatively different. In particular,
chassis numbers do not change during vehicles’ lifetime
and they are located inside. However, license plates can be
changed (e.g. after selling the vehicle) and they are designed
to be viewed from outside.
Related to the problem of monitoring (and, by extension, of privacy) that must be avoided in vehicular networks,
license plates are a common starting point for all future
solutions – visual tracking is always possible if adequate
means (e.g. cameras) are available [3]. For this reason, an
electronic identification mechanism that provides perfect
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anonymity would not be appropriate, as it may always be
circumvented by physical means. In this situation, future
contributions on this issue must provide at least the same
level of privacy that exists today.
A natural extension of the described license plate has
been proposed in the VANET context. It is called ELP (Electronic License Plate), a unique identifier issued by a legal
authority [4]. However, using ELPs as permanent electronic
identifiers would play against privacy. If employed in two
messages delivered at different locations, both could be related and then vehicle tracking could be performed. This
would make the existing privacy problem worse. Nowadays, this problem exists because an observer located aside
the road can identify circulating vehicles in that road stretch.
Using permanent electronic identifiers, this monitoring could
be done remotely, in multiple places at once.
In this situation, other solutions to identify and to authenticate vehicles (or their messages) while protecting the
privacy must be designed. The alternative that is receiving
more attention in the literature are pseudonyms [5]. They
are actually aliases that conceal the real identity. One way
to implement them would be to use random numbers. Generally speaking, any technique that allows the legal authority to reveal the real identity associated with a pseudonym
is valid. Otherwise, the liability requirement could not be
fulfilled. On the other hand, if a vehicle uses the same pseudonym all the time, it would be easy to associate the alias
with its real identity. To avoid this risk it is commonly assumed that a vehicle will use a different set of pseudonyms
over time.

5 Creation of Electronic Credentials: Pseudonym-based Certificates
One of the most widespread mechanisms to allow electronic entity authentication is public key certification. A
public key certificate is issued by a certification authority,
and it attests that its public key belongs to the certificate
holder. It also implicitly attests that the holder is the only
entity that knows the corresponding private key.
Public key certificates consist of two main data: the
holder´s identity and the associated cryptographic material.
In vehicular networks different alternatives have been proposed to create each of them. Both issues are covered separately in the following sections.

5.1 Identity in the Certificate
As discussed above, most current proposals assume that
the vehicle´s identity is represented by a temporary pseudonym. In this way, the identity contained within the certificate does not reveal any sensitive data from its holder.
However, it should still be possible to link that pseudonym
to a real identity in case of misbehavior. To prevent abuse
of authority, separation of roles is often assumed. In this
way, different entities must cooperate to perform the identity resolution process [6]. Thus, there are two different
authorities – a legal authority and a certification authority.
The first one registers all vehicles, allowing them to be on
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the road. It also issues license plates. The second one manages temporary pseudonyms and their corresponding certificates. Both entities are reflected in Figure 2, which also
shows different data known by each entity. The legal authority knows the real identity of a vehicle and its owner.
On the other hand, the certification authority knows which
pseudonyms are assigned to each vehicle. Thus, both have
to cooperate in order to discover the real identity of a driver.
Thanks to this role separation, the chance of abuse of authority is minimized.

5.2 Creating Public and Private Keys
Besides the creation of pseudonyms, it is necessary to
create public and private keys that enable authentication of
the certificate holder in a VANET. Exceptionally, using identity-based cryptography, identifiers (pseudonyms, in this
case) can be used as public keys [7]. Otherwise, both identity and keys must be created separately.
Two main alternatives have been proposed to generate
keys: a centralized creation or a distributed one. In the centralized alternative, the whole process is delegated on the
certification authority. Vehicles periodically contact it to
get not only new certificates, but also their corresponding
private keys. On the contrary, in the distributed alternative
each vehicle generates all the cryptographic material [8].
When new certificates are needed, the chosen pseudonym
and the public key are submitted to the certification authority. It will then create the corresponding certificate using
both data.
Both alternatives are made possible thanks to a reliable
component which is usually assumed to be in vehicles. It is
called TPM (Trusted Platform Module) and provides both
reliable storage and cryptographic capabilities [9]. In both
alternatives, the TPM is used to store the cryptographic
material. However, in the distributed version it has a greater
responsibility, as it also is responsible for the creation of
this material.
Comparing both alternatives, the distributed version offers considerable advantages. It is more scalable because
part of the processing is done by vehicles. In addition, the
private key never leaves the vehicle, resulting in a higher
level of security. However, the proper functioning of the
TPM is now more critical. If it were possible to alter this
component, several vehicles could agree to a set of pseudonyms and keys. In such situation, different entities could
obtain the same certificates and, as result, they would be
indistinguishable.

6 Collection and Use of Certificates
6.1 Initial Collection: Update Process
Once created, pseudonyms are used for a short period
of time. In fact, the best option would be to use them only
once. It would make tracking very difficult to perform. To
achieve this goal it is necessary to get new certificates periodically. An interesting solution is to take advantage on the
manufacturing and administrative authorization processes
© Novática
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to load an initial set of certificates on vehicles. Subsequently,
new certificates could be loaded when technical inspections
of vehicles are performed.

6.2 Policies for Pseudonym Change
The process of pseudonym change cannot be done arbitrarily. It is necessary to find a suitable time to perform the
pseudonym change in order to provide an adequate protection of privacy. Consider a road stretch on which only two
cars are running. If only one of them performs the pseudonym change, it would be useless – any outside observer can
deduce that the new pseudonym belongs to the vehicle that
changed it.
Taking this issue into account, several pseudonym change
policies have been proposed so far. For example, one alternative is to change it according to the speed [5]. Under this
policy, the faster the vehicle drives the higher rate of pseudonym change. This gives further uncertainty, even if the
observer covers a long road stretch.
Moreover, random silent periods (i.e. time intervals in
which no messages are sent) have also been proposed [10].
This makes it difficult for a third party to guess when the
change will be performed. However, it is desirable to match
those periods with those of other vehicles. Otherwise, no
benefit will be achieved and the situation would be the same
as in the starting example. To address this issue, previous
contributions have focused on the creation of mix contexts

[11]. These are areas where no communication infrastructure (i.e. RSUs) is placed aside the road. Therefore, mix
contexts are unmonitored areas. When a vehicle enters in
that context, it stops all its communications. Thus, if multiple vehicles are in that area at the same time, it is complex
for an observer to continue tracking them when they leave
the mix context.
The described policies for pseudonym change are only
effective if such pseudonym is the only means of identification. In other words, if there are other factors that identify electronically the vehicle, using pseudonyms will not
bring any advantage in terms of privacy protection. It should
be noted that the vehicular network is designed as a protocol stack, each one providing different services. Each stack
layer requires a different identifier, so a pseudonym change
requires a coordinated change of such identifiers to be really effective [12].
However, even taking this issue into account, there are
some inherent features of communication devices (i.e.
OBUs) that can be employed to identify them. An example
is the radio frequency fingerprint, an electromagnetic pattern that is maintained in all messages sent by a transmitter
[13]. This feature must be taken into account for the assessment on the effectiveness of such pseudonym change
mechanisms.

7 Revocation of Certificates

Figure 2: Revocation Process due to Misbehavior.
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The identity management procedure involves not only
its creation but also its revocation when necessary. The revocation procedure should be started when all the confidence
on a given identity has been lost. This happens usually when
the owner has lost control over the associated private key –
in case of theft or loss, for example. Additionally, in this
context the misbehavior of a vehicle in the network operation may be cause for revocation.
To illustrate this, let us introduce two examples of this
bad behavior. First, consider a car which reports a false accident in order to simulate a situation of heavy traffic and
thus obtain a free way. On the other hand, suppose that a
vehicle does not take part in the message routing over the
network. Both issues affect the normal VANET operation
and therefore should be avoided. Revocation is the first
defense mechanism and allows vehicles to isolate dishonest ones.
The above examples illustrate the two main phases of a
revocation process: misbehavior detection and the corresponding defensive actions. The following sections examine each one separately. Figure 2 graphically describes the
full revocation process. It will be explained in detail in the
following paragraphs.

7.1 Misbehavior Detection
The detection of improper behavior is strongly conditioned by the nature of vehicular networks and, more specifically, by the way identity is managed in this scenario.
As described so far, there is an entity that manages the certificates used to identify and authenticate each vehicle.
However, there is no scalable way for vehicles to know with
anticipation some data about others. This would be relevant,
for example, to establish the confidence level on data reported by another vehicle taking into account its earlier
behaviors. Thus, it is not possible to build a global model
for managing the reliability (or reputation) that deserves a
particular vehicle. In fact, it would not be efficient for each
vehicle to store the reputation of all other vehicles – each
vehicle will only encounter with a small amount of them
and for a short time interval. A centralized reputation management cannot be implemented either, as the own nature
of vehicular networks does not assume a permanent connectivity to outside entities.
In these circumstances, misbehaviors are identified locally and independently by surrounding vehicles. Proposed
mechanisms are based on plausibility checks, that is, measuring the consistency of the data provided by a vehicle with
respect to other claims made by others and its own sensorial knowledge [17].
7.2 Defensive Actions against Misbehavior
Once an inappropriate behavior has been detected, defensive actions should be progressive. A specific incorrect
piece of information sent by a vehicle may not lead to a
complete loss of confidence on it. A gradual isolation scheme
based on the misbehavior persistence has been proposed
[14]. This scheme is implemented through the LEAVE pro76
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tocol. It proposes a voting system involving vehicles driving around the potential misbehaving one. Once the inappropriate behavior has been detected voters sent warnings
to other vehicles (Figure 2). If the malicious behavior persists, they notify the legal authority to revoke the identity
(Figure 2, message 1). One important issue is that only the
authority can revoke the identity of any vehicle.
Once the revocation of a vehicle´s certificate has been
decided, the first step is to contact the authority that manages pseudonyms to resolve the identity of the involved
vehicle (Figure 2, message 2). Furthermore, its owner´s identity must be also revealed in order to process administrative
notices that may arise (Figure 2, message 3).
From that moment on, the revocation itself must take
effect. For this purpose, two different procedures can be
used. First, the RTC protocol (Revocation of the Trusted
Component) makes the authority contact directly with the
reliable component (i.e. TPM) of the vehicle [14]. Recall
that this component stores the vehicle’s identity that must
be now revoked. The authority sends a command that instructs the TPM to delete all identities (pseudonyms) of the
vehicle, along with their associated cryptographic materials (Figure 2, message 4-a). To avoid spoofing attacks (i.e.
an entity other than the certifying authority acting on behalf of it) the command is signed by the authority and the
TPM verifies such signature before performing the required
deletion. RTC is an effective solution but requires two preconditions. First, the current location of the vehicle whose
identity is to be revoked must be known. Otherwise, the
revocation command should be sent to all RSUs simultaneously, which would seriously affect the overall network
performance. Second, it needs a reliable communication
channel between the authority and vehicles. In fact, if an
attacker is able to intercept that channel, RTC cannot be
employed.
For those cases in which RTC cannot run, it is necessary to distribute the revocation information to other vehicles (Figure 2, message 4-b). However, there are many vehicles and they also can have multiple identities (pseudonyms). For this reason, traditional techniques for managing
and distributing Certificate Revocation Lists (CRLs) are not
suitable for the vehicular environment.
There are two proposed complementary alternatives for
distributing CRLs. First, applying compression mechanisms
to the whole list has been proposed [14]. This compression
is done using a probabilistic tool called Bloom filters. It
allows characterizing a group in such a way that it is possible to know with high probability whether an element is
contained in it. Thanks to filters, data to be included in the
revocation list is greatly reduced. Moreover, the CRL is divided into several pieces, simplifying its distribution. Each
piece is individually verifiable, thus ensuring the authenticity of the contained data.
The second alternative for the CRL distribution is based
on the biological process of epidemics [15]. Each vehicle
that receives the updated revocation data becomes a carrier.
When it meets other vehicles that do not have these data, it
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infects them (Figure 2, message 5). This method exploits
the potential of inter-vehicular communications, thus decentralizing the distribution itself.

8 Providing Private Non-repudiation of Origin
In some applications of vehicular networks it is necessary to ensure that the sender of a message cannot deny having sent it. This requirement, called non-repudiation of origin, is normally fulfilled using digital signatures. This is the
same mechanism employed in applications that require a
message (e.g. an accident warning) to be endorsed by several entities in order to be credible. However, using a traditional digital signature for this purpose, employing the
vehicle´s permanent identifier, would be against its privacy
– two messages signed by the same vehicle could be linked.
Again, the problem of monitoring would be possible. Group
signatures have been proposed in vehicular networks to contribute to solve this issue [8]. Essentially, this is a kind of
signature in which the verifier can check that the message
comes from a group member. However, the sender identity
is not disclosed within the regular verification process. Only
an authorized entity (generally the legal authority) might
reveal the signer identity.
Group signatures have several underlying procedures that
are very similar to those already described for managing
pseudonym-based certificates. However, a substantial difference is that the creation of the public-private key pair
cannot be distributed. This is because it is the certifying
authority who establishes a set of parameters to create these
keys. This creation process enables privacy on the signature
verification process.
There exists an inherent threat in group signatures, which
is commonly called as Sybil attack. In this attack, a single
node uses multiple identities at the same time. Thus, it could
sign the same message several times under different identities (for example, to endorse a traffic warning) and the receiver could not know whether these signatures come from
different entities. There are two mechanisms to avoid this
threat in vehicular networks. First, the trusted component
itself provides security in this issue because it stores all that
sensitive data. In this way, it is not possible to use multiple
identities simultaneously. On the other hand, Message-Linkable Group Signatures have been recently proposed [16].
This mechanism ensures that, given two digital signatures
on any message, the verifier can decide whether they are
from two separate entities keeping their anonymity. As in
the previous case, the authorized entity can reveal the signer
identity.

9 Conclusions
Vehicular networks are a new and promising framework
for new applications that will improve traffic management
and road safety. However, multiple abuses can take place
within these networks. For example, a vehicle could distribute false information through the network, confusing
other vehicles. On the other hand, an observer could trace
the path of a vehicle, compromising the privacy of its driver
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and occupants (if there is a way to know their identities).
All these issues highlight the need for a proper identity
management, the creation of mechanisms to authenticate
participants, and the protection of their privacy. In fact, these
are critical issues in the development of vehicular networks
and should be addressed at first. The solution of these problems will help to find a satisfactory evolution of these new
networks.
In this work we have reviewed the main mechanisms to
authenticate a vehicle while adequately protecting its privacy. We have focused on pseudonym-based public key certificates, as it is the most widespread alternative. Moreover, its revocation process has been also discussed, describing its problems and associated mechanisms. Finally, we
have introduced some techniques to provide non-repudiation of origin in this area, again respecting the due privacy.
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